
John Krakauer Stirs Up Controversy in Missoula with His Newest Book
Dylan Rossbach On April 21, Jon Krakauer,News Editor best-selling author of such works as Into the Wild and 
Under the Banner of Heaven released his most recent piece of work, entitled Missoula, Rape and the 
Justice System in a College Town. His book chronicles the over 350 rape or sexual assault cases that occurred at the University of Montana from 2008 to today.Specifically, parts of the book focuses on the rape cases of star Griz football players such as Beau Donaldson, who was convicted of rape in 2012 and Griz Quarterback Jordan Johnson,who was found not guilty in 2013, later returning to the team for his senior year.However, the book also focuses on the lack of prosecution thafoccurred from the many reported cases of sexual assault on the campus, with much of the blame in his opinion falling on both the current and former Missoula County Public Attorneys Kirsten Pabst and Fred Van Valkenburg, respectively. "When apportioning blame for Missoula’s rape crisis, it’s fair to say that the MCAO deserves the lion’s share," Krakauer wrote "The many bungled cases, that is to say, resulted from the failure of Kirsten Pabst and Fred Van Valkenburg to give their staff the guidance, training and support they needed to be effective."He also notes that many of these officials have not taken the necessary responsibility for their mistakes, specifically Pabst. "I think Kirsten Pabst
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has not acknowledged any mistakes. She has not, and many others in town have," he said in an interview with Montana Public Radio.Krakauer states that his original motivation to write the book came after a close friend was raped. After doing his research he found many mentions and instances of rape and sexual assault in Missoula,-specifically the University of Montana. After that original research, he decide to focus on the epidemic of unreported and unprosecuted rape and sexual assault in Missoula, eventually arriving at the final product of Missoula, Rape and the 
Justice System in a College Town.Initial reaction to the book within the Missoula community has varied, with many individuals expressing their gratitude that someone has began to uncover this controversy. While many others, including those who Krakauer personally mentions in the book, have expressed their concern and anger over the book. Kirsten Pabst issued a statement to the public on April 22, stating that the issues that Krakauer wrote about were extremely complex and important, implying that many aspects of his writing were oversimplified." Oversimplifying the many factors properly considered in deciding if a person should be formally charged with committing a sexual crime is disingenuous, destructive and - in the end - harmful to victims,” said Pabst.Dave Paoli, a local defense attorney, who was mentioned extensively in the book for his role in the widely covered Johnson rape case as the lead defense attorney wrote a column for the Missou-

lian the day before the book was released. In his column he mentions many of the same criticisms for Krakauer that Pabst and other locals have pointed out, including the oversimplifying of complex cases, the lack of interviews from many university officials and others who were criticized in the writing, and Krakauer’s past controversy surrounding factual inaccuracies and hyperbole in his book Into Thin Air. "There are many vivid examples of the trial evidence Krakauer selectively avoided. There are many other instances where he conflates portions of the trial or is flatly incorrect about the clear record before him," said Paoli.With the recent redaction by Roiling Stone of their article about sexual assault at the University of Virginia, time will only tell whether Krakauer’s claims hold true upon further investigation. __ Regardless,Krakauer’s most recent work will certainly have a significant impact on the Missoula community.For anyconcerned or interested Missou- lians, Krakauer will be holding an open forum to discuss the book on May 6. The cover of Krakauer’s book
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